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❖ Getting a license
"academic institutions (including universities and non-military 
public research laboratories) and to academic purposes, i.e., 
leading to open publication of results, with neither withhold of 
information nor intentional delay in publication."
   1. Self-consistent order-N density-functional calculations for very large systems,
P. Ordejón, E. Artacho and J. M. Soler, Phys. Rev. B (Rapid Comm.) 53, R10441 (1996).
   2. The Siesta method for ab initio order-N materials simulation,
José M. Soler, Emilio Artacho, Julian D. Gale, Alberto García, Javier Junquera,
Pablo Ordejón and Daniel Sánchez-Portal, J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 14, 2745 (2002). 

"The above-mentioned right to use the code is extensive to the 
members of the research group of the Licensee as long as the use is 
in collaboration with the Licensee leading to co-authored 
publication(s)."

"Licensees are permitted to modify Siesta for their own private use; 
in any paper containing results wholly or partially derived from the 
use of a modified version of Siesta, the authors are required to state 
that a privately modified version of Siesta is used"

❖

❖

❖

❖



Click
here



Click here!



Click here... ...and here... ...and here!



Read the license ...



Fill in your details... 
...and press Send



Sign the license and
PUT IT IN THE POST!



❖ Sign up to mailing list

LISTSERV@LISTSERV.UAM.ESEmail to:

SUBSCRIBE SIESTA-L your_name

no subject, contents:

Receive confirmation ...
Email again:
no subject, contents:

PW ADD your_password

Read archives at:
http://listas.uam.es/archives/siesta-l.html

mailto:listserv@listserv.uam.es
mailto:listserv@listserv.uam.es


❖ Get source code Click
here



❖ Compile Siesta

Parallel compilation hard - use mailing list (and notes from lecture)

Serial compilation much easier!

./configure && make



mkdir iFort_test_1;
cd iFort_test_1;
export srcdir=../Src
$srcdir/configure 

$srcdir/configure --enable-fast

$srcdir/configure --enable-debug

$srcdir/configure FC=/path/to/f95

Rough guesses at optimizing flags - always experiment further

If more than one compiler is installed, or configure can't find the one you want.

Very useful if developing - do not use for real runs



$srcdir/configure 

./arch.make

produces

Check FFLAGS

Check BLAS_LIBS

Check LAPACK_LIBS make

used by



Compiler flags
for optimization 

vendor-optimized
BLAS/LAPACK 

Linking flags;
-static ?



./siesta

May not work on another computer.
You might need a static executable.

Test the executable.
- Tests directory:
     includes test jobs & correct output.



❖ Getting pseudos and basis sets

Generate them (see lecture and practical session)

Ask on mailing list

Check the database!!



Click
here



Pick your element









❖ Other resources

http://www.home.uni-osnabrueck.de/apostnik/download.html

http://www.cmmp.ucl.ac.uk/~lev/codes/lev00/index.html

Andrei Postnikov's utilities (and see his talk and exercises)

Lev Kantorovich

http://cmlcomp.org
CMLComp (and see talk and exercises on SIESTA XML)

http://gdis.sf.net
GDIS

http://www.home.uni-osnabrueck.de/apostnik/download.html
http://www.cmmp.ucl.ac.uk/~lev/codes/lev00/index.html
http://cmlcomp.org
http://gdis.sf.net


❖ Scispace.net
http://scispace.net/


